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Text:
Mouloud Feraoun was a great writer. His writings and letters amazed a lot of
his readers. He was born on March 8th,1913 in Tizi Hibel. He went to school at the
age of seven. He continued his studies in Tiziouzou then, became the headmaster
of the Nador School of Salembier in 1952. He wrote many novels in French such
as: " le fils du pauvre " … . he died on March 15th,1952.
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Surname: ………………………………..
First name: ………………………………
Date of birth: ……………………………
Place of birth: ……………………………
Nationality: ………………………………
Date of death: ……………………………
Occupation: ………………………………
Nickname: ………………………………..
C) Match the following synonyms ( 01.5 Pts )
1- many
2- continued
3- headmaster
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PART ONE:
Section One: Reading Comprehension ( 07 Pts)
A) Read the text carefully then answer the following questions ( 01.5 Pts)
1- Give a title to the text.
B) Complete this card from the text ( 04 Pts )

A- director
B- a lot of
C- completed

y-

Section Two: Mastery of Language
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A) Give the correct form of the verbs
Long time ago, Charles Dickens ( write ) ………………………….. the novel " Oliver Twist
". He ( describe ) ………………….. a life of a poor boy who (live ) ………………… in
London. That book ( be ) ……………………. a great success.
B- fill in the gaps using : made of - made in:
1 – Most of the things are………….China
2 - Her ring is .............. gold .
C - I classify these words in the right box.
of, photo , love, rough phase active
/f/
/v/
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D :Complete with right relative pronoun : who which
1- the man……….is there is my uncle
2-The place ………..people study is the school.
3-the pupil……….revise always succeed .
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E : Complete this paragraph with: ( was / discovered / died / was born /
married / went )
Marie Sklodowska ( curie ) ………………. In 1867 in Poland. Her father
………… a teacher of Physics and Mathematics. Marie …………. To France in
1891 and studied at the Sorbonne University. In 1895, she finished her studies
and ………… Pierre Curie. Pierre and Marie …………. Radium in 1898. Marie
curie ………………… in 1934.
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Surname: Dib
First name: Mohamed
Date of birth: 21st July 1920
Place of birth: Telemcen
Nationality: Algerian
Occupation: famous writer.
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PART TWO: Integration Phase (written expression)
Use this card to write a short paragraph about " Mohamed Dib's biography
"
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